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Research context

● Project from the EPFL's DHLAB, in collaboration with Ca' Foscari 
University (Venice).

● The objective of the project is to model 1000 years of the city (800-1800).

● One of the research topics is the modelling of the Venetian maritime 
network.

● We focused on one navigation's type: the navigation based on auctionning 
called Incanto.



Preliminary work

The secondary sources' research linked directly or not to the Venetian Sea 
Power allowed us to go back to the primary sources.

Navigation and colonies.

For this particular analysis we focused on previous works, especially on Dr. 
Stöckly researches on the Incanto (1283 - 1453).  



The Incanto system

The Incanto was a regular maritime exchange system localized in the 
Mediterranean Sea, the Black Sea and until England and Flanders.

The main objective was to use the galee during peace time through a process 
of pre-conditions established by the Venetian Senate.



The Incanto system

Started in 1283 by the Venetian Senate 

State navigation, attempts for different liaisons with big trade and exchange 
places as Constantinople and their own colonies.

Galees during peace time for the transport and exchange of high value 
cargoes.





The Incanto system has been the subject of two large studies (Tenenti & 
Vivanti, 1961; Stöckly, 1992 et 1995).

In the 1961 study the focus is made on the reconstruction of the phenomenon 
as a film sequence.

The 1992 research is an exhaustive analysis of sources on the journeys of 
Venetian galee but without any modeling.

To think and build a H-GIS on the Venetian 
maritime history.
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http://incanti.dhlab.ch/



From OCR’d to edge list

● Segmentation (starting & ending points)

● Attributes (year, days, ships)





● Overview encoding 170 years of navigation
 

Global network





Temporal networks

● Year-by-year, dynamic view

● Sparse but can be stacked

● Meaning of measures



Temporal networks (Chioggia war)



e.g. Analysis of centrality 



These visualisations are only the different possibilities 
known and reported for one specific navigation type.

There is a phenomenal quantity of geographical information 
which is not or little taken into account.

Conclusion



The digital format allows us to go beyond the narration.

The historical cartography and mathematical modelling 
push towards the explanation of the historical processes.

It leads to standardize and translate these processes under 
an algorithmic format.

Conclusion


